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Alternative Care Facilities, Esri, and Qlik: 
Creating a COP during COVID19



• The Problem:
- With the initial outbreak of COVID, hospitals and medical facilities were quickly overwhelmed in 

caring for the influx of COVID patients, as well as those patients with other health conditions.
• The Solution:

- Needed a simple solution for a complex problem
- US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) started collaborating with local, state, and other federal 

partners to convert existing buildings into Alternative Care Facilities (ACFs) that could provide 
needed space to care for COVID and non-COVID patients.

- Arena to Healthcare: stadiums, convention centers, gyms
- Hotel to Healthcare: hotels, dormitories

• Tracking the Solution:
- Initial tracking of potential sites for Alternative Care Facilities (ACFs) was handled through an Excel 

Spreadsheet
- As the number of sites needing inspection increased, the ability for the spreadsheet to be 

accurately maintained decreased.

The Problem, the Solution, the Tracking



• A Geographic Solution
- As more and more potential ACFs were identified and in need of inspection, the spreadsheet quickly 

became unwieldy, out-of-date, and inaccurate
- USACE Geospatial Professionals immediately recognized a geographic question needed a 

geographic answer

• Utilizing existing Corps’ technology - the Esri suite of geospatial tools
- Survey123

- One of Esri’s mobile field data collection applications
- Form-centric
- Allows for easy collection of the data by field personnel, as well as offering the ability for 

geospatial professionals to consume and manage that data easily for the enterprise
- Portal for ArcGIS

- Allows for ease of data sharing and organization
- Users can create a multitude of web, desktop, and mobile applications

Tracking the Solution, Geographically



- Paper forms were developed independently at many USACE districts
- Needed to standardize form across USACE
- Forms were being translated to excel then sent upwards for reporting

- First “version” of Survey123 form developed and deployed in less than a day
- Fast moving mission with everchanging requirements required updates and changes nightly

Early Stages, Paper to Survey123



- Facility Assessment Team collect data in field. Optionally someone back in the 
office would start the site with some of the basic information already filled out.

- Lead back at District Office would verify and fill in any additional info
- Division lead would then verify the data and ask any questions if needed
- Complete data rolled up into various Portal products at HQ

- Divisions/Districts also rolled up their own facilities filtering on just the facilities within AOI

- As a facility site evolved edits would take place at district level.
- Edits captured in real time

- Process drove the need for multiple concurrent versions of the form depending on 
use

- Forms were tailored to the specific uses, only displaying fields needed
- All forms pointed to same feature service (no duplicated data)

The Process



The Form
- Multiple people editing the same record to complete submission
- Final version 230 rows in xlsForm

- Created the need to highlight required fields without using the required = yes setting
- Used multiple methods to promote data consistency and quality



- Entered the data dictionary definitions as hints 
within the form

- Used font formatting to indicate “required” fields 
for a complete submission

- <font color="blue">Division:</font>
- Used pulldata and javascript to auto populate fields

that are location based
- pulldata("@javascript","fieldDataFunctions.js","returnFlood

Zone",${femaURL},string(${latLong}),"FLD_ZONE",pulldat
a("",""),true)

Survey123 – Field Data Collection



• Within two days of rolling out the Survey123 ACF Form, USACE Field Personnel had 
collected 100s of potential ACF sites

• With the increase in the number of ACFs being identified and inspected across the nation, 
the need for a way to QA/QC the data collected, edit that data, and then report it up the 
chain of command became apparent
- Multiple web applications and dashboards were created within the Portal for ArcGIS 

environment
- These applications were designed to be used from a workstation, rather than in the field
- Additional fields were added to the S123 feature layer that allowed users to mark when a 

specific site was QA/QCed and the date that QA/QC took place

Portal for ArcGIS – Editing, QA/QC, and Upward Reporting



• Operations Dashboards were utilized to report the ACF mission up the chain of 
command
- These dashboards offered Division and District-specific values, as well as overall metrics looking 

at the ACF Mission as a whole

Reporting our Alternative Care Facility Metrics



• As field collection and inspection began to wind down and actual contracting and 
construction started, the ability to link the enterprise ACF geospatial data with other USACE 
AISs, such as RMS, was considered

• QlikSense subject matter experts (SMEs) found way to consume the dynamic ACF feature 
layer (Esri-based) directly into Qlik, rather than a geospatial SME or Fusion Cell team 
member having to export and upload that data manually multiple times per day
- This dynamic link, along with data pulled from RMS, allowed the two datasets to be used 

together to report all aspects of the ACF mission – from identified and inspected sites to 
sites selected for contracting and construction to site construction status

Additional Reporting
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